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ABSTRACT
Tubulin is a biological target for several multiple clinically used anticancer drugs which is responsible for
chromosome segregation, cell shape maintenance, transport, motility, and organelle dispersion, among other
things. For decades, anticancer medicines that target the microtubule, such as taxanes and vinca alkaloids,
have formed the cornerstone of many chemotherapy regimens. However, these medicines have substantial
drawbacks, prompting the development of new microtubule targeting compounds. The pyrazole ring system
is a critical component of various tubulin inhibitors discovered in recent years. In the present study, a dataset
of tubulin inhibitors have been downloaded from PubMed database and included for screening study by Glide
module. The Lipinski rule of 5, high-throughput virtual screening, standard precision, and extra precision
methodologies have been used for final screening of potent compounds against tubulin protein (PDB ID: 3E22).
The docking studies of these inhibitors revealed a complementary fit in the allosteric site of Tubulin protein.
Among all the selected inhibitors, Centaureldin and Chalcones MDL showed the highest docking scores
of −7.76 and −6.21 kcal/mol, respectively, when compared with the cocrystal ligands of PDB-3E22. Postmolecular mechanics/generalized born surface area analysis of these potent inhibitors showed dG binding
values −37.83 and −28.37 kcal/mol, respectively. On the basis of final screened compounds, we can further
develop pharmacophore model and screened potential compounds against tubulin protein.
KEY WORDS: Extra precision, High throughput virtual screen, Pharmacophore model, Standard precision,
Tubulin inhibitors, Virtual screening
INTRODUCTION
Tubulin is a biological target for several multiple
clinically used anticancer drugs which is responsible
for chromosome segregation, cell shape maintenance,
transport, motility, and organelle dispersion, among other
things.[1] For decades, anticancer medicines that target the
microtubule, such as taxanes and vinca alkaloids,[2] have
formed the cornerstone of many chemotherapy regimens.
Drugs targeting microtubular proteins are a significant
and promising anticancer therapeutic class, including
antimitotic and antiangiogenic[3] characteristics in addition
to slowing tumor growth in cancer and endothelial cells
[Figure 1]. Colchicine binding site (CBS) is one of five
significant known binding sites on tubulin protein[4] with
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the longest history of anticancer research. However, these
medicines have substantial drawbacks, prompting the
development of new microtubule targeting compounds.[5]
The pyrazole ring system is a critical component of various
tubulin inhibitors discovered in recent years.[6] Cancer
deaths are increasing dramatically, and it will be the leading
cause of death in all age groups by 2020.[7] As a result, there
is a significant global demand for rapidly approved and
effective anticancer drug candidates.[8] Due to breakthrough
improvements in the fields of molecular, genomic, and
phenotypic data of pharmacological drugs, computational
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Table 1: The compounds were used for the screening of the potential tubulin inhibitors
S. No.

Compound name

1

Chalcone SD400

Structures

Database Coding
10451021

2

Alpha‑arylchalcone

46224385

3

Chalcone MDL

16970393

4

Mayatansine

10274768

5

Desmosdumotin A

16737621

6

Centaureldin

5315773

7

(‑)‑ phenylahistin

9798496

8

(Z)‑Dehydrophenylahistin

9902905

(Contd...)
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Table 1: (Continued)
S. No.

Compound name

9

Noscapine

10

Amino‑noscapine

Structures

drug repurposing, a new area of drug repurposing, has been
aggressively developed. Drug repurposing is an expedited
strategy for chemical development that involves looking for
new indications[9] for already approved treatments rather
than exploring de novo drug compounds from scratch, and
it now accounts for 30% of newly approved drugs in the
United States.

SOFTWARES AND METHODOLOGIES
Selection of data set
Ten molecules have been selected which have Tubulin
inhibitory activity [Table 1]. The datasheet structures were
sketched using ChemDraw professional 16.0 and mol
format (.mol)[10] was used to store. Optimization of various
performance structures helps in understanding the various
requirements of simulation models and is found very useful.
To convert 2D structures into 3D structures quickly, a Clean-up
wizard was used which can convert one ligand per second.[11]
The use of optimization algorithms was very helpful in the
production of pharmacophore and docking studies depicts
various molecules which have been arranged in a manner on
a common scaffold after energy minimization.[12]

Ligand preparation for docking
Ligprep from the Schrödinger suite was used to prepare
the ligands. The first ligand databases were obtained as
collections of SMILES[13] (simplified molecular input lineentry system) strings (without 3D coordinates). The energy
was then decreased using the Optimized Potentials for
Liquid Simulations (OPLS2005) force field in the Ligprep
Pharmaspire | Vol. 14 | No. 2 | 2022

Database Coding
275196

46175165

module of the software,[14] and ligands were included into
the workstation (Schrodinger). This minimization aids in
bond order assignment, ligand hydrogen addition, and the
conversion of 2D to 3D structure for docking experiments.[15]
The best conformations of the ligands output file were then
used for docking investigations (Schrodinger release).

Protein preparation with protein preparation wizard
The Protein Preparation Wizard in the Schrödinger suite
was used to process the PDB protein ligand structures.[16]
Using Prime, missing residues and loop segments near the
active site were added, and the protein structure integrity
was evaluated and modified.[17] Following the deletion of
any original hydrogen atoms, bond ordering for amino
acid residues and the ligand was adjusted. Asp, Glu,
Arg, Lys, and his protonation and tautomeric states were
altered to match a pH of 7.4. Possible Asn and Gln residue
orientations were produced. Water molecules at the active
site of the ligand that were beyond 5.0 were removed.
Non-water water molecules with fewer than two hydrogen
bonds were removed. The protein ligand complex was
then refined geometrically using an OPLS2005 force field
restrained minimization with heavy atom convergence to
an RMSD of 0.3.[18]

Molecular docking
Computational tools are critical in the drug design process,
particularly to take advantage of the growing number
of solved X-ray and NMR proteinligand structures.[19]
Molecular docking methods are nowadays used to predict
protein-ligand interactions and to aid in the selection
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of potent molecules as part of virtual screening of large
databases.[20] The advances in computational capacity over
the past decade have enabled further developments in
molecular docking algorithms to address more complicated
aspects such as protein flexibility. Protein-ligand docking
is an effective tool for studying and comprehending
protein-ligand interactions.[21] Docking is frequently used
in drug design strategies at various stages, such as to make
the design of potentially active leads easier. Finding the
best ligand poses and properly ranking the relative docking
propensity of several ligands are critical.[22] In practice,
molecular docking requires three structural data sets for
candidate ligands and the protein target of interest,[23] as
well as a procedure for estimating protein-ligand interaction
poses and strengths. Protein target structures for docking
studies are primarily obtained from the RSCB Protein Data
Bank (PDB) repository.[24] For many years, the number of
structures deposited in the PDB repository has been rapidly
increasing.
Protein ligand sampling algorithms are required by docking
software applications in order to generate acceptable
ligand poses. Docking algorithms may treat the protein
as a stiff body, a soft body, with flexible side chains, or
with specific flexible domains. Protein flexibility can also
be represented by several conformers or ensembles of stiff
protein structures.[25] To assess the binding affinities of
ligand poses, many kinds of scoring functions are applied.
Force field-based, empirical, knowledge-based, clustering
and entropy-based, or consensus scoring methods are the
various types of scoring functions.[26]

Molecular mechanics/generalized born surface area
(MM/GBSA) based rescoring
The free binding energies of the protein and ligand
complexes were investigated using the MM-GBSA[27]
(molecular mechanics, the generalized born model, and
solvent accessibility) approach. The ideal binding energy
of the selected complexes with the lowest docking score
was calculated using the prime module of Schrodinger
program Package. The VSGB 2.0 model was used for the
investigation, with an implicit solvent model and physicsbased modifications for π-π interactions, hydrophobic
interactions, and hydrogen bonding self-contact
interactions.[28]

In silico predicted physicochemical parameters:
ADME property predictions
The physicochemical properties of the acquired hits
after docking investigations were predicted in silico
using Schrodinger’s Qikprop module.[29] The following
parameters were predicted: Molecular weight (M.Wt.),
number of hydrogen bond donors, number of hydrogen
bond acceptors, octanol/water partition coefficient (log P),
predicted apparent Caco-2 cell permeability in nm/sec
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(P Caco), and number of rotatable bonds (Rot) (QikProp
De Schrodinger Release.[30]

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Docking
Molecular modeling studies were performed on Glide
v5.8 (Schrodinger, LLC, New York, NY)[31] to investigate
the potential interactions between target compound and
Tubulin-Colchicin-Soblidotin (PDB Code: 3E22). All the
compounds were docked to various active sites of Tubulincolchicine-soblidotin for studying the essential interactions
of compounds with protein to produce anti-cancer
activity.[32] The docking studies were performed using
Glide in the allosteric site of protein Tubulin-colchicinesoblidotin (PDB entry: 3E22) and validated by docking of
3E22 ligand in the allosteric site. The designed TubulinColchicin inhibitors were docked in the allosteric binding
site comprising of SER140, MG 601, GLU 71, ASN 101,
ALA 12, THR 179, ASN 206, TYR 224, GLN 15, THR
145, MG 60, and residues. Table 2 showed the glide score
by standard precision (SP) and extra precision (XP) and
glide energy of the inhibitors. The docking studies of these
inhibitors suggested a complementary fit in the allosteric
site of the Protein (PDB ID: 3E22).
All the selected inhibitors were allowed to bind with the
receptor as shown by the crystal ligand. The compound
Centaureldin showed the best inhibitory activity with
highest docking score of −7.762 [Figure 2], and showing
the H- bond interactions with the amino acid residue of
ASN206 (2.17), TYR224 (4.17), and GLY142 (2.77)
represented by magenta arrow with the OH of benzene
ring, and showing π-π stacking with the amino acid
residue of TYR224 (4.17) and metal coordination with
MG601 (1.96). In Figure 3, (Chalcone MDL), showed
docking interaction in which the green line showed π-π
stacking with the amino acid residue of TYR224 (3.91), and
showing H bond interaction with GLN11 (2.34), and metal
coordination with MG601 (2.10). Furthermore, Figure 4,
compound Noscapine, in which the magenta arrow
represents the H-bond interactions with the amino acid
residue of ALA12 (2.65), and showing metal coordination
with MG601 (2.15) and MG601 (2.23) with both oxygen
atom attached to the benzene ring. Figure 5, compound
(Z)- Dehydrophenylahistin, showed docking interaction
in which the magenta arrow represents the H- bond
interactions with the amino acid residue of SER140 (2.00),
ASN 101(2.04), ALA12 (2.43) to the oxygen atom of the
piperazine moiety, while GLU 71 (1.94) showing H-bond
interactions with NH of pyrazole ring, and showing the
metal coordination interaction in black with residue of MG
601 (2.05). In Figure 6, compound (-)- phenylahistin, the
magenta arrow represents the H-bond interactions with the
oxygen atom of piperazine dionemoeity the amino acid
residue of SER140 (1.90), ASN 101(1.90), ALA12 (2.24),
Pharmaspire | Vol. 14 | No. 2 | 2022
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Table 2: Docking scores (using HTVS, SP, and XP methodologies) with binding energy (using MMGBSA)
of potent compounds
S. No. Compound

Docking score (xp) kcal/mol Docking score (sp) kcal/mol

MMGBSA dG bind
(xp complex) kcal/mol

1

Centaureldin

−7.762

−7.553

−52.2812

2

Chalcones MDL

−6.211

−7.436

−31.5634

3

Noscapine

−5.518

−7.649

‑

4

(Z)‑Dehydrophenylahistin

−4.794

−7.186

‑

5

(‑)‑phenylahistin

−1.829

−7.084

−1213.66

6

Desmosdumotin A

‑

−7.08

‑

7

Amino‑noscapine

‑

−7.045

‑

8

Chalcone SD400

‑

−7.028

‑

9

Alpha‑arylchalcone

‑

−7.028

‑

10

Mayatansine

‑

−6.832

‑

HTVS: High‑throughput virtual screening, SP: Standard precision, XP: Extra precision

Figure 1: Polymerization of microtubules.

GLU 71 (2.14)-NH of pyrazole, and showing the metal
coordination interaction in black with residue of MG
601 (2.00). Figure 7, in Compound Desmosdumotin A,
the magenta arrow represents the H-bond interactions with
the amino acid residue of GLN11 (2.22), THR145 (2.09),
showing π-π stacking with the amino acid residue of
TYR224 (4.32), and metal coordination with MG601 (2.07)
and MG601 (2.09). Figure 8, Compound amino-Noscapine,
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in which the magenta arrow represents the H-bond
interactions with the amino acid residue of ALA12 (2.64),
SER140 (1.89), ASN206 (1.84), and GLY146 (2.67),
and showing metal coordination with MG601 (2.00) and
MG601 (2.041). In Figure 9, Compound Chalcone SD400,
the magenta arrow represents the H-bond interactions with
the amino acid residue of GLN15 (2.09), GLY146 (2.74),
THR145 (2.57), and showing π-π stacking with the amino
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Figure 2: Amino-acid residue interactions exhibited by the
molecule Centaureldinin the active site of the target PDB-3E22.

Figure 4: Amino-acid residue interactions exhibited by the
molecule amino-Noscapine in the active site of the target
PDB-3E22.

Figure 5: Amino-acid residue interactions exhibited by the
molecule (z)- Dehydrophenylahistinin the active site of the
target PDB-3E22.

Figure 3: Amino-acid residue interactions exhibited by the
molecule Chalcone MDL in the active site of the target PDB-3E22.

acid residue of TYR224 (3.99) and metal coordination with
MG601 (2.05). Figure 10, Alpha-arylchalcone, in which
the magenta arrow represents the H-bond interactions with
the amino acid residue of SER140 (2.65), ASN 206 (1.86)
and ASN101 (2.64), THR179 (1.82) and showing the
metal coordination interaction in black with residue of
MG601 (2.00). In Figure 11, compound Mayatansine, in
which the magenta arrow represents the H-bond interactions
with the amino acid residue of ASP98 (1.84) with the OH
of Oxazine and ASP98 (2.05), ASN101 (2.168) with that
of Oxygen atom, and showing metal coordination with
MG601 (2.14).
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Figure 6: Amino-acid residue interactions exhibited by the
molecule (-)- phenylahistin in the active site of the target
PDB-3E22.
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Figure 9: Amino-acid residue interactions exhibited by the
molecule Chalcone SD400 in the active site of the target
PDB-3E22.
Figure 7: Amino-acid residue interactions exhibited by the
molecule Desmosdumotin A in the active site of the target
PDB-3E22.

Figure 8: Amino-acid residue interactions exhibited by the
molecule amino-Noscapine in the active site of the target
PDB-3E22.

ADME properties
Table 3 shows the ADME properties of all the selected
tubulin inhibitors. For oral action, no more than two
Lipinski rules should be broken. All of the experimental
derivatives in this series did not exceed the allowed limit
of rule violation. The polar surface area and rotatable bond
of all the compounds are within the permitted range of
medication similarity qualities.
The QikProp module of Schrodinger programme was
used to compute the physicochemical parameters of the
Pharmaspire | Vol. 14 | No. 2 | 2022

Figure 10: Amino-acid residue interactions exhibited by the
molecule alpha-arylchalcone in the active site of the target
PDB-3E22.

compounds (1-10). Different in silico pharmacokinetic
properties of the synthesized compounds was predicted
in this study, including polar surface area (PSA),
QPlogPo/w, predicted apparent Caco-2 permeability
(QPPCaco), predicted brain/blood partition coefficient
(QPlogBB), predicted apparent MDCK cell permeability
(QPPMDCK), and percent human oral absorption. These
pharmacokinetic features were crucial in linking biological
activity to physicochemical properties which are displayed
in Table 3.
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The apparent permeability across the Caco-2 cell membrane
is represented by descriptors like QPPCaco. A QPPCaco
value of <25 indicated inadequate permeability, whereas
a value of >500 indicated superior permeability. All of the
inhibitors in the series have good Caco-2 values.
The brain/blood partition coefficient (−4.008–−0.724) is
represented by QPlogBB, and QPPMDCK is the apparent
permeability across MDCK cells, which can be used as an
excellent non-active transport mimic for the blood brain
barrier (BBB). QPlogBB and QPPMDCK values were
highest in compound.

CONCLUSION
In the present study, molecular studies have been performed
for finding the potential inhibitor at the CBS of tubulin.
After docking these compounds into the CBS, two ligands
with the lowest binding free energy and the best forms of
interaction with the CBS were chosen. Furthermore, highthroughput virtual screening, SP, XP, and methodologies
were performed. Results revealed that compound
Centaureldin and Chalcones MDL showed the highest
docking scores of −7.76 and −6.21 kcal/mol, respectively,
when compared with the cocrystal ligands of PDB-3E22.
Post-MM-GBSA analysis of these potent inhibitors
showed dG binding values −37.83 and −28.37 kcal/mol,
respectively. On the basis of final screened compounds, we
can further develop pharmacophore model and screened
potential compounds against tubulin protein.
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